
Since the mid-19th century central EuropeSince the mid-19th century central Europe

had been the cradle of conceptual thinkinghad been the cradle of conceptual thinking

in clinical psychiatry. Following the turbu-in clinical psychiatry. Following the turbu-

lence and persecution in the 1920s andlence and persecution in the 1920s and

1930s some of a later generation of mid-1930s some of a later generation of mid-

European psychiatrists emigrated to Britain,European psychiatrists emigrated to Britain,

bringing with them the traditions of meti-bringing with them the traditions of meti-

culous and detailed observation, a broadculous and detailed observation, a broad

clinical perspective and fresh ways ofclinical perspective and fresh ways of

looking at problems. Among those individ-looking at problems. Among those individ-

uals making significant contributions wereuals making significant contributions were

Willy Mayer-Gross, Erich Guttman, ErwinWilly Mayer-Gross, Erich Guttman, Erwin

Stengel, Felix Post, F. Kraupl Taylor, MaxStengel, Felix Post, F. Kraupl Taylor, Max

Hamilton and Martin Roth. Roth, who wasHamilton and Martin Roth. Roth, who was

born in Budapest in 1917, the last survivorborn in Budapest in 1917, the last survivor

of this extraordinarily gifted group, died onof this extraordinarily gifted group, died on

26 September 2006 at the age of 88.26 September 2006 at the age of 88.

In this Appreciation, bearing in mindIn this Appreciation, bearing in mind

that Martin Roth was not given to talkingthat Martin Roth was not given to talking

freely about his own experiences and feel-freely about his own experiences and feel-

ings, we have used some of his own words,ings, we have used some of his own words,

spoken on those rare occasions when hespoken on those rare occasions when he

revealed more of himself than usual, as herevealed more of himself than usual, as he

did on the occasion of the celebration ondid on the occasion of the celebration on

his 80th birthday or when interviewed byhis 80th birthday or when interviewed by

one of us (A.K.).one of us (A.K.).

EARLYCAREEREARLYCAREER

Martin Roth’s decision to embark on aMartin Roth’s decision to embark on a

career in medicine arose out of ‘the neces-career in medicine arose out of ‘the neces-

sity to qualify at something I could makesity to qualify at something I could make

a living at’. He had considered becominga living at’. He had considered becoming

a musician at the age of 13 or 14 but felta musician at the age of 13 or 14 but felt

he couldn’t afford to take the risk. Never-he couldn’t afford to take the risk. Never-

theless, when a medical student, his talenttheless, when a medical student, his talent

enabled him to play the organ at weddingsenabled him to play the organ at weddings

and the piano for ballet classes, providingand the piano for ballet classes, providing

much-needed financial assistance at themuch-needed financial assistance at the

time. He continued to play the pianotime. He continued to play the piano

throughout his life, Bach giving him parti-throughout his life, Bach giving him parti-

cular pleasure. His entry to St Mary’scular pleasure. His entry to St Mary’s

Hospital in 1936 had been delayed forHospital in 1936 had been delayed for

3 months by the need for surgery. In 19423 months by the need for surgery. In 1942

he had to have a much more serious opera-he had to have a much more serious opera-

tion. The diagnosis was one of regional ileitis.tion. The diagnosis was one of regional ileitis.

‘I expected to have a relatively short life‘I expected to have a relatively short life

and this [experience] has influenced meand this [experience] has influenced me

very much.’ At St Mary’s he had littlevery much.’ At St Mary’s he had little

interest in the prevailing rugby culture,interest in the prevailing rugby culture,

but did row for the hospital.but did row for the hospital.

While a house physician, Roth wasWhile a house physician, Roth was

struck by the story of Mary Walker, anstruck by the story of Mary Walker, an

unassuming physician at a London Countyunassuming physician at a London County

Council hospital. Dr Walker had gone to aCouncil hospital. Dr Walker had gone to a

lecture on myasthenia gravis and had heardlecture on myasthenia gravis and had heard

that the symptoms bore a close resemblancethat the symptoms bore a close resemblance

to curare poisoning. She later asked whatto curare poisoning. She later asked what

the antidote for curare poisoning was, andthe antidote for curare poisoning was, and

on being told it was physostigmine gaveon being told it was physostigmine gave

the drug to some patients with the condi-the drug to some patients with the condi-

tion; after an injection, their symptomstion; after an injection, their symptoms

vanished. She presented these cases at thevanished. She presented these cases at the

Royal Society of Medicine,Royal Society of Medicine,

‘but never really gained full recognition for her‘but never really gained full recognition for her
amazing discovery.Butthat inspiredme.I viewedamazing discovery.Butthat inspiredme.I viewed
this as a basis for going into the study of thethis as a basis for going into the study of the
biological foundations ofmental activity.’biological foundations ofmental activity.’

Martin Roth decided to take a post inMartin Roth decided to take a post in

neurology at Maida Vale Hospital, whereneurology at Maida Vale Hospital, where

he worked for the outstanding neurologisthe worked for the outstanding neurologist

Russell (later Lord) Brain, who became hisRussell (later Lord) Brain, who became his

friend.friend.

‘He [Brain] had a great interest in psychiatry and‘He [Brain] had a great interest in psychiatry and
psychoanalysis which he kept quiet. He was apsychoanalysis which he kept quiet. He was a
man of mighty intellect and remarkable gifts as aman of mighty intellect and remarkable gifts as a
personality.’personality.’

The decision to work in neurology wasThe decision to work in neurology was

made in the hopemade in the hope

‘that those activities of the highest level of‘that those activities of the highest level of
nervous activity would be presenting disturb-nervous activity would be presenting disturb-
ancesordiseases atthe corticallevel.Theinterestancesordiseases atthe corticallevel.Theinterest
of British neurology at the time, with someof British neurology at the time, with some
exceptions, stopped at the neck. Anybody whoexceptions, stopped at the neck. Anybody who
dabbled above that levelwas virtually a charlatan.’dabbled above that levelwas virtually a charlatan.’

After two and a half years Roth becameAfter two and a half years Roth became

disenchanted with neurology; however, hedisenchanted with neurology; however, he

felt he had learnt a great deal, and commen-felt he had learnt a great deal, and commen-

ted, ‘I had done my own neuropathology inted, ‘I had done my own neuropathology in

a case of anosognosia’.a case of anosognosia’.

Martin Roth also recalled:Martin Roth also recalled:

‘I worked in London during the bombing attacks‘I worked in London during the bombing attacks
with flying missiles, incendiary bombs and V2with flying missiles, incendiary bombs and V2
rockets. I took my Membership of the Royalrockets. I took my Membership of the Royal
College of Physicians in 1944 when explosionsCollege of Physicians in 1944 when explosions
could be heard all around us. Our home nearcould be heard all around us. Our home near

Tower Bridge was bombed and my mother andTower Bridge was bombed and mymother and
father moved up to near Manchester. A lot offather moved up to near Manchester. A lot of
mypossessionswere destroyed.’mypossessionswere destroyed.’

Having been impressed by the scientificHaving been impressed by the scientific

integrity and precision of Eliot Slater’sintegrity and precision of Eliot Slater’s

writings, Roth was introduced at his ownwritings, Roth was introduced at his own

request to Slater (later to become an influ-request to Slater (later to become an influ-

ential editor of theential editor of the British Journal ofBritish Journal of

PsychiatryPsychiatry; Roth was to be a member of; Roth was to be a member of

this journal’s editorial board for 40 years),this journal’s editorial board for 40 years),

which proved to be the start of a close, life-which proved to be the start of a close, life-

long personal and professional relationship.long personal and professional relationship.

Slater asked him to go to the MaudsleySlater asked him to go to the Maudsley

Hospital:Hospital:

‘When I arrived there I found [Professor Sir‘When I arrived there I found [Professor Sir
Aubrey] Lewis remarkable for his ability to pickAubrey] Lewis remarkable for his ability to pick
out gaps in knowledge and read the relevantout gaps in knowledge and read the relevant
literature. At first I was impressed but later Iliterature. At first I was impressed but later I
found he poured jars of cold water on people,found he poured jars of cold water on people,
some of whom gave splendid presentations. Isome of whom gave splendid presentations. I
was also finding difficulty with the regime, andwas also finding difficulty with the regime, and
I clashed with Lewis. I felt unhappy and it wasI clashed with Lewis. I felt unhappy and it was
clear that I had no future there. I left after twoclear that I had no future there. I left after two
years and threemonths.’years and threemonths.’

Martin Roth then moved to the CrichtonMartin Roth then moved to the Crichton

Royal Hospital in Dumfries, a mental hos-Royal Hospital in Dumfries, a mental hos-

pital with a fine reputation in psychiatricpital with a fine reputation in psychiatric

research, where he met Willy Mayer-Gross,research, where he met Willy Mayer-Gross,

whose immense knowledge, enthusiasmwhose immense knowledge, enthusiasm

and warm-heartedness he found infectious.and warm-heartedness he found infectious.

Mayer-Gross ignited his interest in old ageMayer-Gross ignited his interest in old age

psychiatry by giving him the task of review-psychiatry by giving him the task of review-

ing developments in the field for a chaptering developments in the field for a chapter

in an American book. So began his interestin an American book. So began his interest

in the clinical area in which his greatestin the clinical area in which his greatest

achievements were to be made.achievements were to be made.

Also while at the Crichton, when only 36,Also while at the Crichton, when only 36,

he was invited by Mayer-Gross to becomehe was invited by Mayer-Gross to become
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co-author, with Eliot Slater and himself, ofco-author, with Eliot Slater and himself, of

what became a highly influential postgrad-what became a highly influential postgrad-

uate textbook in British psychiatry. Theuate textbook in British psychiatry. The

first edition offirst edition of Clinical PsychiatryClinical Psychiatry was pub-was pub-

lished in 1954 and the book was later trans-lished in 1954 and the book was later trans-

lated into five languages. Roth himselflated into five languages. Roth himself

wrote that it:wrote that it:

‘was intended to foster precise observation and‘was intended to foster precise observation and
disciplined inference in clinical practice. In re-disciplined inference in clinical practice. In re-
search, it recommended an empirical approachsearch, it recommended an empirical approach
[to] themodern classification of psychiatricdisor-[to] themodern classification of psychiatric disor-
ders . . .Thehistorical anddevelopmentaldimen-ders . . .Thehistorical anddevelopmentaldimen-
sion and the concepts of empathy andsion and the concepts of empathy and
understanding developed by Jaspers were alsounderstanding developed by Jaspers were also
treated as essential for the study of neurosis andtreated as essential for the study of neurosis and
personality disorder in particular but importantpersonality disorder in particular but important
for reaching a diagnosis in all forms of disorder.’for reaching a diagnosis in all forms of disorder.’

This book played a considerable part bothThis book played a considerable part both

in repositioning biological psychiatry atin repositioning biological psychiatry at

the forefront of clinical practice in the UKthe forefront of clinical practice in the UK

and in the dramatic paradigm shift inand in the dramatic paradigm shift in

America in the late 1960s and early 1970sAmerica in the late 1960s and early 1970s

away from the predominance of psycho-away from the predominance of psycho-

analysis and social psychiatry, to giveanalysis and social psychiatry, to give

centre stage once more to issues ofcentre stage once more to issues of

psychopathology, diagnosis and classifica-psychopathology, diagnosis and classifica-

tion, culminating in the publication oftion, culminating in the publication of

DSM–III. This sudden and remarkableDSM–III. This sudden and remarkable

change was described by the eminent Amer-change was described by the eminent Amer-

ican psychiatrist Gerald Klerman in a 70thican psychiatrist Gerald Klerman in a 70th

birthday tribute to Martin Roth as thebirthday tribute to Martin Roth as the

‘neo-Kraepelinian revival’, the essential te-‘neo-Kraepelinian revival’, the essential te-

net of which was that psychiatry is the spe-net of which was that psychiatry is the spe-

cialty of medicine concerned with mentalcialty of medicine concerned with mental

disorders, with the scientific understandingdisorders, with the scientific understanding

of those disorders and the treatment of indi-of those disorders and the treatment of indi-

viduals suffering from them, utilising a cate-viduals suffering from them, utilising a cate-

gorical approach. Although this was thegorical approach. Although this was the

approach he espoused, Martin Roth wasapproach he espoused, Martin Roth was

at pains to emphasise that he did not wishat pains to emphasise that he did not wish

to eliminate dynamic concepts in the studyto eliminate dynamic concepts in the study

of illness. Those who worked with himof illness. Those who worked with him

clinically were aware of his subtle under-clinically were aware of his subtle under-

standing of the interaction between psycho-standing of the interaction between psycho-

logical, social and biological factors in thelogical, social and biological factors in the

individual patient.individual patient.

OLDAGE PSYCHIATRYOLDAGE PSYCHIATRY
ANDOTHER RESEARCHANDOTHER RESEARCH
INTERESTSINTERESTS

After leaving the Crichton Royal, Roth be-After leaving the Crichton Royal, Roth be-

came Director of Clinical Research at Gray-came Director of Clinical Research at Gray-

lingwell Hospital, a large county mentallingwell Hospital, a large county mental

hospital in Sussex, where he carried outhospital in Sussex, where he carried out

his ground-breaking work on the clinicalhis ground-breaking work on the clinical

syndromes and outcomes of the mental dis-syndromes and outcomes of the mental dis-

orders of old age. In 1958 he was invited byorders of old age. In 1958 he was invited by

the World Health Organization – the startthe World Health Organization – the start

of a long association with this body – toof a long association with this body – to

act as rapporteur and consultant toact as rapporteur and consultant to

organise the first Expert Committee onorganise the first Expert Committee on

Mental Health of the Aged. This resultedMental Health of the Aged. This resulted

in a working paper that drew attention toin a working paper that drew attention to

the paucity of epidemiological evidencethe paucity of epidemiological evidence

and dearth of research in the whole field.and dearth of research in the whole field.

Roth had moved in 1956, at the age ofRoth had moved in 1956, at the age of

39, to take up the Chair of Psychological39, to take up the Chair of Psychological

Medicine in Newcastle upon Tyne. ThisMedicine in Newcastle upon Tyne. This

period, which lasted 21 years, proved enor-period, which lasted 21 years, proved enor-

mously fruitful. On arrival, he reorganisedmously fruitful. On arrival, he reorganised

the teaching programme and had to answerthe teaching programme and had to answer

ward consultations (done in a white coat)ward consultations (done in a white coat)

because:because:

‘in an Englishteachinghospitaltheprofessorwho‘in an Englishteachinghospital theprofessorwho
does not respond to his consultant colleagues isdoes not respond to his consultant colleagues is
invisible. He gets no support and I think this isinvisible. He gets no support and I think this is
right, so Iwas often onthewards.’right, so Iwas often onthewards.’

Indeed, Roth did not shirk the duties of aIndeed, Roth did not shirk the duties of a

clinical consultant, with weekly wardclinical consultant, with weekly ward

rounds, out-patient clinics and case confer-rounds, out-patient clinics and case confer-

ences, where he was an inspiring teacher.ences, where he was an inspiring teacher.

He established units for child psychiatry,He established units for child psychiatry,

neurosis and psychogeriatrics, and pro-neurosis and psychogeriatrics, and pro-

vided postgraduate training for clinicalvided postgraduate training for clinical

psychologists within his department.psychologists within his department.

Martin Roth also had to raise researchMartin Roth also had to raise research

funds and quickly obtained the support offunds and quickly obtained the support of

the Medical Research Council, which setthe Medical Research Council, which set

up a research group in Newcastle that car-up a research group in Newcastle that car-

ried out clinical and outcome studies in af-ried out clinical and outcome studies in af-

fective disorders and epidemiological workfective disorders and epidemiological work

in old age psychiatry. The affective workin old age psychiatry. The affective work

led to a prolonged dispute regarding theled to a prolonged dispute regarding the

classification of depressive illnesses withclassification of depressive illnesses with

Robert Kendell, then Reader at the InstituteRobert Kendell, then Reader at the Institute

of Psychiatry (and later Professor of Psy-of Psychiatry (and later Professor of Psy-

chiatry in Edinburgh), which remains unre-chiatry in Edinburgh), which remains unre-

solved to this day. Roth also instigatedsolved to this day. Roth also instigated

important clinico-pathological studies withimportant clinico-pathological studies with

Dr Garry Blessed, consultant psychogeria-Dr Garry Blessed, consultant psychogeria-

trician, and Sir Bernard Tomlinson, thentrician, and Sir Bernard Tomlinson, then

pathologist at the Newcastle General Hos-pathologist at the Newcastle General Hos-

pital, which established the pathologicalpital, which established the pathological

distinctness of the clinical syndromes indistinctness of the clinical syndromes in

his classification of old age disorders.his classification of old age disorders.

In 1977, at the age of 58, he moved toIn 1977, at the age of 58, he moved to

the Foundation Chair in Psychiatry at Cam-the Foundation Chair in Psychiatry at Cam-

bridge, where he had to set up a new de-bridge, where he had to set up a new de-

partment but continued his work onpartment but continued his work on

affective and anxiety disorders and jointlyaffective and anxiety disorders and jointly

edited theedited the Handbook of AnxietyHandbook of Anxiety, in five vol-, in five vol-

umes (1988–1992). This period was nota-umes (1988–1992). This period was nota-

ble also for the publication ofble also for the publication of CAMDEX,CAMDEX,

The Cambridge Mental Disorders of the El-The Cambridge Mental Disorders of the El-

derly Examinationderly Examination. However, his most im-. However, his most im-

portant achievement was to assemble aportant achievement was to assemble a

strong international team, including Claudestrong international team, including Claude

Wischik and supported by Sir Aaron Klug,Wischik and supported by Sir Aaron Klug,

to investigate the molecular pathology ofto investigate the molecular pathology of

Alzheimer’s disease.Alzheimer’s disease.

ROTHANDTHE COLLEGEROTHANDTHE COLLEGE

Another enduring contribution to his speci-Another enduring contribution to his speci-

alty was his key role in the establishment ofalty was his key role in the establishment of

the Royal College of Psychiatrists.the Royal College of Psychiatrists.

Although initially he was one of a groupAlthough initially he was one of a group

of academic psychiatrists who favouredof academic psychiatrists who favoured

psychiatry becoming a faculty subsumedpsychiatry becoming a faculty subsumed

within the Royal College of Physicians, fol-within the Royal College of Physicians, fol-

lowing a meeting with its President (by alowing a meeting with its President (by a

curious quirk of fate, Lord Brain), ancurious quirk of fate, Lord Brain), an

abrupt change of course was decided uponabrupt change of course was decided upon

and the mainly university group threw inand the mainly university group threw in

their lot with their colleagues, drawn pre-their lot with their colleagues, drawn pre-

dominantly from the mental hospitals,dominantly from the mental hospitals,

who had fought a long and vigorous cam-who had fought a long and vigorous cam-

paign for an independent Royal College ofpaign for an independent Royal College of

Psychiatrists.Psychiatrists.

Although he was a late candidate toAlthough he was a late candidate to

stand for the position of first President ofstand for the position of first President of

the College, Martin Roth was elected by athe College, Martin Roth was elected by a

comfortable margin. Under his leadershipcomfortable margin. Under his leadership

psychiatrists in training were given formalpsychiatrists in training were given formal

involvement and membership on key Col-involvement and membership on key Col-

lege bodies, an acknowledgement of thelege bodies, an acknowledgement of the

commitment he had given to them at thecommitment he had given to them at the

rumbustious inaugural meeting of the Col-rumbustious inaugural meeting of the Col-

lege concerning the need for a truly demo-lege concerning the need for a truly demo-

cratic structure. With Kenneth Rawnsleycratic structure. With Kenneth Rawnsley

and William Trethowan he helped establishand William Trethowan he helped establish

respectively the model Approval exerciserespectively the model Approval exercise

and MRCPsych Examination, with inevita-and MRCPsych Examination, with inevita-

ble and substantial benefits to educationble and substantial benefits to education

and training and therefore to clinical stan-and training and therefore to clinical stan-

dards in psychiatry. However, it was verydards in psychiatry. However, it was very

much Roth’s personal achievement duringmuch Roth’s personal achievement during

his time in office (1971–1975), acting lar-his time in office (1971–1975), acting lar-

gely on his own, to find a permanent homegely on his own, to find a permanent home

for the College. It was from Lord Goodmanfor the College. It was from Lord Goodman

that he learnt that 17 Belgrave Square wasthat he learnt that 17 Belgrave Square was

available. The then huge sum of £750 000available. The then huge sum of £750 000

had to be borrowed and substantialhad to be borrowed and substantial

amounts of interest paid.amounts of interest paid.

‘We didn’tchoose to goto a fashionable place but‘We didn’tchoose to goto a fashionable place but
we couldn’t get anyother.’we couldn’t get anyother.’

With additional help from generous spon-With additional help from generous spon-

sors, the premises in one of the most attrac-sors, the premises in one of the most attrac-

tive squares in London were secured.tive squares in London were secured.

Martin Roth was a dominant personal-Martin Roth was a dominant personal-

ity who possessed charm and wit, an excep-ity who possessed charm and wit, an excep-

tional intellect and breadth and depth oftional intellect and breadth and depth of

knowledge of the literature within bothknowledge of the literature within both

psychiatry and medicine. He possessed anpsychiatry and medicine. He possessed an

unusual capacity for addressing conceptualunusual capacity for addressing conceptual

and clinical conundrums in a novel andand clinical conundrums in a novel and

imaginative way. As Thomas Barnes putimaginative way. As Thomas Barnes put
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it, he could maintain the issue under scru-it, he could maintain the issue under scru-

tiny in sharp focus while viewing it from atiny in sharp focus while viewing it from a

number of perspectives and within anumber of perspectives and within a

number of contexts. He was forceful in de-number of contexts. He was forceful in de-

bate, with his neo-Kraepelinian approachbate, with his neo-Kraepelinian approach

conspicuously at odds with the Meyerianconspicuously at odds with the Meyerian

philosophy pervading the Maudsley. Evenphilosophy pervading the Maudsley. Even

his extraordinary capacity for work, levelhis extraordinary capacity for work, level

of energy and stamina could be put underof energy and stamina could be put under

pressure by his difficulty in saying ‘no’ topressure by his difficulty in saying ‘no’ to

a constant series of requests. His commanda constant series of requests. His command

of the English language was supreme, com-of the English language was supreme, com-

bining readability, a powerful narrativebining readability, a powerful narrative

style and organisation, and a fondness forstyle and organisation, and a fondness for

the elegant and esoteric phrase.the elegant and esoteric phrase.

To some he was a private, almostTo some he was a private, almost

Olympian figure, complex and unworldlyOlympian figure, complex and unworldly

in small matters, whose awareness of thein small matters, whose awareness of the

constraints of time and place could not al-constraints of time and place could not al-

ways be relied upon. Nevertheless, whenways be relied upon. Nevertheless, when

the occasion arose he displayed warmth, in-the occasion arose he displayed warmth, in-

terest, sensitivity and consideration, and heterest, sensitivity and consideration, and he

maintained regular contact with his formermaintained regular contact with his former

pupils and colleagues until his final illness.pupils and colleagues until his final illness.

What also lingers is the remarkable empa-What also lingers is the remarkable empa-

thy he established with patients from athy he established with patients from a

variety of backgrounds, to whom he alwaysvariety of backgrounds, to whom he always

showed respect and concern.showed respect and concern.

Martin Roth was blessed with a lov-Martin Roth was blessed with a lov-

ing family and received unfailing supporting family and received unfailing support

from his wife Constance and their threefrom his wife Constance and their three

daughters.daughters.

RESEARCHACHIEVEMENTSRESEARCHACHIEVEMENTS

Among Martin Roth’s many contributionsAmong Martin Roth’s many contributions

to scientific knowledge, his work on theto scientific knowledge, his work on the

mental disorders of later life will be bestmental disorders of later life will be best

remembered. His pioneering studies atremembered. His pioneering studies at

Graylingwell and Newcastle in the 1950sGraylingwell and Newcastle in the 1950s

and 1960s anticipated the surge of demen-and 1960s anticipated the surge of demen-

tia research that continues today. However,tia research that continues today. However,

his early achievement was to show thathis early achievement was to show that

many elderly patients in mental hospitals,many elderly patients in mental hospitals,

whose illness was attributed to senilitywhose illness was attributed to senility

and dementia, in fact had treatable condi-and dementia, in fact had treatable condi-

tions such as depression or acute confusiontions such as depression or acute confusion

(delirium) and could recover. He specified(delirium) and could recover. He specified

diagnostic criteria for syndromes of depres-diagnostic criteria for syndromes of depres-

sion and late paraphrenia – ignoring minorsion and late paraphrenia – ignoring minor

intellectual deficits – and was among theintellectual deficits – and was among the

first clearly to distinguish acute confusionfirst clearly to distinguish acute confusion

from dementia. These patients – and geria-from dementia. These patients – and geria-

tric patients in general – performed as atric patients in general – performed as a

whole much better on cognitive tests thanwhole much better on cognitive tests than

those fulfilling Roth’s criteria for senile orthose fulfilling Roth’s criteria for senile or

arteriosclerotic dementia. The clinico-arteriosclerotic dementia. The clinico-

pathological studies carried out at Newcas-pathological studies carried out at Newcas-

tle, which extended the work begun by thetle, which extended the work begun by the

pathologist J.A.N. Corsellis, demonstratedpathologist J.A.N. Corsellis, demonstrated

a quantitative relationship between cognitivea quantitative relationship between cognitive

level and extent of brain damage, whether oflevel and extent of brain damage, whether of

the type found in Alzheimer’s disease orthe type found in Alzheimer’s disease or

arteriosclerotic dementia. These findingsarteriosclerotic dementia. These findings

placed his separation of dementia properplaced his separation of dementia proper

from functional disorders on a secure basis,from functional disorders on a secure basis,

led to the birth of the specialty of psycho-led to the birth of the specialty of psycho-

geriatrics, and transformed the care of thegeriatrics, and transformed the care of the

elderly. Subsequently, employing Roth’selderly. Subsequently, employing Roth’s

definitions, a small population-based study,definitions, a small population-based study,

the forerunner of much larger studies inthe forerunner of much larger studies in

Europe and the USA, allowed preliminaryEurope and the USA, allowed preliminary

estimates to be made of prevalence, whichestimates to be made of prevalence, which

showed that the rate of dementia increasedshowed that the rate of dementia increased

progressively with age after 60.progressively with age after 60.

Among the functional disorders RothAmong the functional disorders Roth

was fascinated by the non-affective para-was fascinated by the non-affective para-

noid–hallucinatory psychoses of late onset,noid–hallucinatory psychoses of late onset,

found mainly in women, but without evi-found mainly in women, but without evi-

dence of dementia or brain damage, thatdence of dementia or brain damage, that

he called ‘late paraphrenia’. The choice ofhe called ‘late paraphrenia’. The choice of

this term was intended to leave on one sidethis term was intended to leave on one side

its relation to schizophrenia, but it wasits relation to schizophrenia, but it was

open to criticism and the condition nowopen to criticism and the condition now

cannot be identified by any rubric in DSMcannot be identified by any rubric in DSM

or ICD. This is to be regretted, since itsor ICD. This is to be regretted, since its

status is still controversial.status is still controversial.

At Cambridge he returned to the topicAt Cambridge he returned to the topic

of dementia and his team produced aof dementia and his team produced a

stream of papers on the molecular pathol-stream of papers on the molecular pathol-

ogy of the protein tau, found in an abnor-ogy of the protein tau, found in an abnor-

mal insoluble form in the Alzheimermal insoluble form in the Alzheimer

neurofibrillary tangles – the neocorticalneurofibrillary tangles – the neocortical

density of which is strongly correlated withdensity of which is strongly correlated with

dementia symptoms – whereas in normaldementia symptoms – whereas in normal

ageing tau remains mostly in solution.ageing tau remains mostly in solution.

Although these studies have not yet ledAlthough these studies have not yet led

to a specific treatment they constitute ato a specific treatment they constitute a

notable scientific achievement.notable scientific achievement.

Martin Roth’s studies of affective andMartin Roth’s studies of affective and

anxiety states were undertaken in a climateanxiety states were undertaken in a climate

in which the view of Sir Aubrey Lewis thatin which the view of Sir Aubrey Lewis that

there was no essential difference betweenthere was no essential difference between

endogenous (or psychotic) and reactive (orendogenous (or psychotic) and reactive (or

neurotic) disorders was predominant. Withneurotic) disorders was predominant. With

his colleague Roger Garside, senior lecturerhis colleague Roger Garside, senior lecturer

in clinical psychology, Roth used the multi-in clinical psychology, Roth used the multi-

variate statistical programs becoming avail-variate statistical programs becoming avail-

able on computers to look for categories ofable on computers to look for categories of

illness and distinct patient groups. In a ser-illness and distinct patient groups. In a ser-

ies of papers he found evidence that theseies of papers he found evidence that these

groups differed in respect of symptoms,groups differed in respect of symptoms,

outcome and response to treatment.outcome and response to treatment.

However, replication by others did notHowever, replication by others did not

always produce the same results, and thealways produce the same results, and the

dichotomy implicit between ‘endogenous’dichotomy implicit between ‘endogenous’

and ‘reactive’ was not always fulfilled. Weand ‘reactive’ was not always fulfilled. We

have looked at the latest editions of thehave looked at the latest editions of the

major classificatory systems for an indica-major classificatory systems for an indica-

tion of the current status of this dichotomy.tion of the current status of this dichotomy.

In ICD–10 neurotic and stress-related dis-In ICD–10 neurotic and stress-related dis-

orders (section F40–48), often with coexis-orders (section F40–48), often with coexis-

tent depression, include phobic-anxiety andtent depression, include phobic-anxiety and

other anxiety disorders, obsessive–compul-other anxiety disorders, obsessive–compul-

sive disorder, and reactions to severe stresssive disorder, and reactions to severe stress

and adjustment disorders. The classifica-and adjustment disorders. The classifica-

tion of depressive disorders is based ontion of depressive disorders is based on

severity, but endogenous (or melancholic)severity, but endogenous (or melancholic)

depression finds a place as an option todepression finds a place as an option to

state whether or not a ‘somatic syndrome’state whether or not a ‘somatic syndrome’

is present. In DSM–IV the main type of de-is present. In DSM–IV the main type of de-

pression is major depressive disorder, butpression is major depressive disorder, but

the presence of ‘melancholic features’ –the presence of ‘melancholic features’ –

which are identical to those of endogenouswhich are identical to those of endogenous

depression – can be specified. It appearsdepression – can be specified. It appears

that although classification has becomethat although classification has become

more complex and nomenclature has chan-more complex and nomenclature has chan-

ged, the concept of endogenous depressionged, the concept of endogenous depression

as a distinct non-neurotic disorder survives.as a distinct non-neurotic disorder survives.

In Aubrey Lewis’s classification, de-In Aubrey Lewis’s classification, de-

pressive and anxiety disorders form a singlepressive and anxiety disorders form a single

illness within the affective disorders, distin-illness within the affective disorders, distin-

guished only by severity. Roth showed thatguished only by severity. Roth showed that

after separating cases into anxiety statesafter separating cases into anxiety states

and depressive illness on the basis of theand depressive illness on the basis of the

patients’ predominant mood, these groupspatients’ predominant mood, these groups

differed from each other in their clinicaldiffered from each other in their clinical

features, premorbid personalities, responsefeatures, premorbid personalities, response

to treatment and longer-term outcome.to treatment and longer-term outcome.

The fact that both DSM–IV and ICD–10The fact that both DSM–IV and ICD–10

allocate affective (mood) disorders and an-allocate affective (mood) disorders and an-

xiety states to separate sections seems toxiety states to separate sections seems to

imply implicit agreement with Roth’s viewimply implicit agreement with Roth’s view

that these disorders are distinct. Both thesethat these disorders are distinct. Both these

classifications treat manifestations of anxi-classifications treat manifestations of anxi-

ety such as panic disorder, agoraphobia,ety such as panic disorder, agoraphobia,

social phobias and generalised anxiety associal phobias and generalised anxiety as

categorical entities, but Roth objected thatcategorical entities, but Roth objected that

although this approach had stimulated re-although this approach had stimulated re-

search, it ignored the traditional Europeansearch, it ignored the traditional European

concept of anxiety disorders as manifesta-concept of anxiety disorders as manifesta-

tions of personality disorder (and thereforetions of personality disorder (and therefore

as continuous with normality). Heas continuous with normality). He
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concluded that both categorical (syndrome)concluded that both categorical (syndrome)

and dimensional (personality diagnosis)and dimensional (personality diagnosis)

features were necessary to complete thefeatures were necessary to complete the

clinical picture of affective disorders, andclinical picture of affective disorders, and

for prediction of outcome.for prediction of outcome.

For his scientific achievements in psy-For his scientific achievements in psy-

chiatry, particularly in the field of old agechiatry, particularly in the field of old age

psychiatry, Martin Roth became one ofpsychiatry, Martin Roth became one of

only three psychiatrists (of whom theonly three psychiatrists (of whom the

earliest was Sigmund Freud) to be electedearliest was Sigmund Freud) to be elected

Fellow of the Royal Society.Fellow of the Royal Society.
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